
 

Next Generation European DIRCM  

Elettronica Group and Indra work towards first European 

Quantum Cascade Laser based Infrared Counter Measure 

System dubbed EuroDIRQM 

 

 Both companies work together to deliver a next generation fully European self-protection 

solution to defend any type of aircraft from heat guided missiles  

 

 They have successfully completed last march first operational ground tests with this new 

system 

 

 Quantum cascade is the latest development in laser technology and will reduce energy 

consumption increasing speed and effectiveness to blind heat-guided missiles  

 

Lausanne, 6 June 2018 – Indra and Elettronica Group announced today at AOC Electronic Warfare 

Europe event in Lausanne (Switzerland) their collaboration in the development of a next generation 

Quantum Cascade Laser (QCL) based Direct Infrared Countermeasure (DIRCM) system suitable to 

protect rotary and fixed wing aircrafts.  

Indra and Elettronica decision has been based on the high level of the respective know-how technological 

capabilities synergy with the goal to build up an innovative DIRCM system, with proprietary technologies 

from several EU countries, to deliver a truly European self-protection solution fully ITAR-free to facilitate 

international commercialization. The system, the first to be fully developed in Europe and one of the most 

advanced in the market, has been dubbed EuroDIRQM, to reflect its European roots and its application 

of QCL technology for DIRCM purposes.  

The two companies have already completed the development of a first EuroDIRQM prototype system, 

with QCL operational ground tests successfully performed in March, with the kind cooperation of the Italian 

Air Force. 

The EuroDIRQM is conceived as “all-in-one” equipment usable for multi-platform and multi-mission that 

will provide self-protection capabilities to all kind of aircrafts, from helicopters to transport/tanker to jet 

aircraft.  

Quantum cascade is the latest development in laser technology, and represents a step forward from 

conventional semiconductor lasers. QCL energy is generated directly in the band of interest, optimizing 

power consumption at the same time as output beam.  This is a cutting edge technology that is currently 

being introduced for next-gen systems in all fields.  

The EuroDIRQM solution will bring together about 30 years of combined experience in the DIRCM field 

by the two companies and the collaboration will benefit from their long term cooperation in other 

international successful programs.  

During previous programs, Indra and Elettronica have successfully applied their DIRCM capabilities to 

different platforms and scenarios. The new QCL technology will expand Indra DIRCM capabilities, already 

consolidated with the InShield DIRCM system, contracted by OCCAR for the A400M ES fleet and 

operationally demonstrated in a CH47 Chinook in 2017. In the same way, Elettronica DIRCM portfolio, 

with the ELT/572 DIRCM, contracted by Italian Air Force and operative on-board of its C-130J aircraft, 

AW101 helicopters in Combat Search And Rescue configuration as well as operationally demonstrated 

in a C27J in 2016, will also be enlarged with this QCL based solution. 

DIRCM systems are a self-protection airborne solution to protect aircrafts from the impact of heat-seeking 

missiles, and is specially required for protection against MANPADS missile attacks. The operative concept 

is based on the detection of the incoming threat during the missile launch and the countermeasure of the 

missile guidance using a directed laser beam that deviates the trajectory of the missile. All the process is 
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quick and automatic, and the system can react against attacks of any IR seeker with a jamming sequence 

that ensures successful countermeasure. 

MANPADS (Man Portable Air Defence Systems) are surface to air missiles, guided towards the heat 

generated by the aircraft, and can be easily managed by one single operator. These devices are a main 

cause for military aircraft losses in conflict scenarios. MANPADS pose an international threat and a global 

concern due to their proliferation and their use by terrorist and uncontrolled groups. 

About Elettronica Group 

 

The Elettronica Group has been at the cutting edge of Electronic Warfare for more than six decades 

supplying with its electronic defence systems the Armed Forces of 28 countries in five continents. 

Elettronica, the headquarter, is based in Rome since 1951. The company designs, produces and fields a 

range of products that cover all aspects of Electronic Warfare (EW): for naval, land, air and cyber 

environments and all Electronic Defence application segments in the radar, infrared and communications 

bands. 

The company core business is concentrated on development of the edge EW technological solutions able 

to covers present and future operational requirement which permit Elettronica to act as EW reference 

company for many important Armed Forces worldwide and is active in many defence international 

projects. 

The company is strongly projected into the future and responds to the significant changes in this sector, 

actively participating in major industrial European consortiums. 

 

www.elettronicagroup.com  

 

About Indra 

Indra is one of the world's top technology and consulting companies and a technology partner for the key 

operations of its clients’ businesses worldwide. It is a leading worldwide provider of proprietary solutions 

in niche areas in the Transport and Defense Markets and the absolute leader in IT in Spain and Latin 

America. It offers a comprehensive range of proprietary solutions and cutting edge services with a high 

added value in technology based on a unique culture of reliability, flexibility and adaptability to the needs 

of its customers. Indra is a world leader in the development of end-to-end technology solutions in fields 

such as Defense and Security, Transport and Traffic, Energy and Industry, Telecommunications and 

Media, Financial Services, Electoral Processes, and Public Administrations and Healthcare. Minsait is 

Indra’s digital transformation business unit. In 2017 Indra posted a revenue of €3,011m, employed 40,000 

professionals, and had a local presence in 46 countries plus sales operations in more than 140 countries.  

www.indracompany.com  
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